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Gold Standard Automotive Network Closes Out Another Record Year

Growth Fueled by National Sales Expansion into 10 More States in 2015

Salt Lake City, UT (PRWEB) January 08, 2016 -- Gold Standard Automotive Network, pioneer of the
automotive industry’s first extended service contract that includes coverage for regular vehicle service and
maintenance, announces today that it will close out fiscal year 2015 with 150% year-over-year growth.

GSAN attributes its 2015 growth to approvals to sell its products in an additional 10 states, further enabling the
company to expand its base of agencies and dealers that handle its products.

“I’ve been in the automotive industry for over 35 years specializing in training, coaching and developing sales
teams. GSAN distinguishes itself by its high-integrity business practices. The company genuinely stands behind
its products, unlike any other I’ve worked with. Actually, this is why I decided to handle Gold Standard’s
products exclusively,” states Pittsburgh-based G Standard Agency owner William Baker. “It’s truly a pleasure
working with a company with such a commitment to consumer satisfaction. I am really looking forward to
introducing more of their new products in 2016.”

New product introductions slated for 2016 include extended and preferred coverage for used vehicles with a
WRAP, new vehicle warranties, and additional GAP with key replacement coverage.

“Our products help dealers to make customers happy, and that’s just good business for everyone,” says Brent
Timpson, President of GSAN. “We are looking forward to 2016 because we think it’s only going to get better.”

GSAN looks to enter another dozen states in 2016, and complete approvals in all 50 states in 2017.

#####

About GSAN:

Gold Standard Automotive Network (GSAN) is an innovative provider of vehicle service contracts based in
Utah. Unlike most vehicle warranties available on the market today, the GSAN Gold Card distinguishes itself
from its competitors by providing coverage for regular vehicle maintenance in addition to major protection in
the event of mechanical failure. Gold Card holders enjoy coverage for regular maintenance such as oil changes,
brake pads, wiper blades, battery, and more. Cardholders have the freedom to select the service provider of
their choice, or they may select from any one GSAN’s network of national repair shops. GSAN has a plan
available regardless of the vehicles make, model, miles or year.
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Contact Information
Camille Benoit
Gold Standard Automotive Network
http://www.gsanonline.com
+1 (612) 210-8828

Ryan Timpson
Gold Standard Automotive Network
http://www.gsanonline.com
(801) 633-3072

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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